
APA STYLE WEBSITE CITATION IN PAPER

APA in-text citation style uses the author's last name and the year of publication For sources such as websites and
e-books that have no page.

Believe it or not, even a [Meme] can be used in research projects! Italicize the titles of periodicals, books,
brochures or reports. If there is no known author, start the citation with the title of the website instead.
Everything will be properly formatted following APA bibliography guidelines. Our APA citation maker is free
and easy to use. Song title [Recorded by First initial. Title of Magazine, Volume Issue , page range. Be
careful! Just a little nudge to remind you about the Citation Machine Plus smart proofreader. Narrative
Example: In 1 Cor. Disaster management in archives, libraries and museums. YouTube videos: Structure: Last
name, First initial. Below are examples of using in-text citation. Title of blog post [Blog post]. In Bays, C.
Example: Lin, K. Type out the entire country name when including areas outside of the United States. The
issue number is in parentheses immediately after it, not italicized. Unlike previous editions, APA 6th edition
does not require including a retrieval date or date accessed for online sources. Accession or Order No. In need
of a narrative or APA parenthetical citation website? Print books with two or more authors: Structure: Last
name, First initial. Retrieved from URL In the brackets, describe the type of image to help the reader better
understand the source. Instead, this type of source should be formatted as an in-text citation. Please reach out
to Everytown for Gun Safety to see what you can do to help be a part of this movement that needs to get even
louder [Facebook status update]. All subsequent narrative references: Example: Stewart et al. Recovering
emotionally from disaster. An APA title page should include the following things: The running head The page
number, which is page 1 The title of your project The title should be under 12 words in length The title should
be a direct explanation of the focus of the paper. Their training techniques are based on the research described
above indicating that comprehension improves with exposure to non-native speech. Use the proper two-letter
state abbreviation from the United States Postal Service. Example: Quammen, D. Tables If your paper
includes a lot of numerical information or data, you may want to consider placing it into a table, rather than
typing it all out. Also, capitalize the first letter in most words. Title of image [Format]. Do not include the
name of the website and the accession or order number. College athletes want cut of action. Tiesto Ultra
Buenos Aires full set [Video file]. Unfortunately this information may not be provided or may be hard to find.
Otherwise look for a copyright or original publication date. Title of Newspaper, page range. Reference entry
American Psychological Association. Last name [Format of interview]. All components on this page should be
written in Times New Roman, pt. Page numbers are also included when citing a direct quote. Title of
Newspaper.


